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A scientist brought to silence  
 
Mobile Telephony: Dr. Wolfram Haas is sure that electrosmog makes sick  
- the problem is the proof by official medicine.  
 
 
KIRSCHHAUSEN. Dr. Wolfram Haas was a internist before he moved approximately seven 
years ago to quantum and information medicine, which studies the energy disturbance of the 
cell. Monday evening the doctor made a talk within the framework of a conference "Mobile 
Telephony and Risks" held in  Kirschhausen, Germany. (cf ECHO of yesterday).  
 
Every sick cell, explained the doctor, has an energy deficit. That leads to an energy deficit of 
the organ and eventually of the whole organism. The duty of information medicine would be to 
help the cell find its natural quantity of energy. 
 
However the performance of the whole organism would only be guaranteed when the natural 
bio-electro-magnetic necessary phenomena are not disturbed. And it would precisely be the 
reason why more and more people become sick when faced to electrosmog. When the 
intercellular communication would be disturbed by external influences such as for example 
phone masts, the flow of energy would also be disturbed. 
 
Contrary to information medicine, official medicine would only get involved at the end of the 
process of development of a disease, therefore at the end of the causal chain. For example Dr. 
Hass quoted the case of a heart stroke which was initiated by arteriosclerosis. Action is only 
taken when "the child already fell into the well".  
 
Information medicine on the other hand would be positioned at the first causal chain link of a 
disease. Would the transmission of signals function naturally again, then the cell and therefore 
the organism could become healthy again. A biological system with such a level of sensitivity 
as what lies into a cell, can easily be disturbed by external artificial electromagnetic fields. On 
a purely qualitative basis there is no difference, it is essentially the intensity that matters. The 
internist speaks about an extremely complex field: "I have just scratched the surface."  
 
The perfidious aspect of diseases which would be caused by electrosmog would be that 
they come up insidiously. If one got immediately sick upon using a mobile  phone for a 
few minutes, many more people would react to these dangers and take a critical look at 
this modern technology.  
 
Dr. Haas severely criticized that one would try to bring to silence those scientists who have 
made studies on threats of electrosmog. For example in the past some professors would have 
lost their chairs or institutes would be been burnt – like in 1996 in Heidelberg.  
 
Alarming indications could be extracted from the latest studies. But no pediatrician would have 
such a study to be released, in which one would point out the links between electrosmog and 
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diseases. And this is not “just” about simple sleep disorders or ADS, but also about serious 
diseases such as leukaemia. 
 
Besides Dr. Haas talked based on his own experience, as he reported to his audience during 
the conference. He himself became electro-sensitive with symptoms such as the most severe 
heartbeat rate disorders. 
 
Specialists could not determine the cause. In the end he noted that the symptoms always 
appeared only at night, and along with time a tinnitus symptom also appeared.  
 
A phone call with professor Wilhelm of the hospital of cranial diseases in Frankfurt would have 
been the beginning of the solution of all problems. Professor Wilhelm would have drawn his 
attention to electrosmog. Dr. Haas immediately got rid of his mobile phone - and already after 
half a year he was feeling much better. 
 
The information doctor pointed towards an experiment of the University Hospital of 
Milan: During two minutes during a surgery a mobile phone was held close to the open 
ear of a patient and it was found that the auditive nerve was submerged. Measurements 
would have shown that it would have lasted eight minutes until the speed of the nerve 
impulse would have standardized again.  
 
Scientists of London came to comparable results, while examining what occurs with the 
electroencephalogram during a two minutes call with a mobile phone. The "brain electric 
curve" (nerve impulse) would have been highly pathological after the phone call and it would 
have lasted up to seven days for some people tested until it came back to a standard value. 
Dr. Haas expressed : "For me this was quite an argument “. 
 
Thereafter he saw in his own cabinet clinical signs of diseases among patients whom he 
readily could classify (differential diagnosis). He would have undertaken measurements in 
residential and work places areas and many causes could have been cured.  
 
"We consider there is no doubt that electrosmog makes sick" assured Dr Haas. The problem is 
to prove it according to official medicine, as each person reacts differently to external 
influences.  
 
Concerning the installation of phone masts [NFT : close to living places], Dr. Hass has a clear 
opinion: "These installations must be removed until their innocuity is demonstrated.  
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